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We commissioned Buyers Laboratory (BLI), an independent, third party tester,
to compare the performance of CIG’s remanufactured cartridges to original HP
cartridges.

This test was like no other test done before by a remanufactured printer
cartridge company.

Learn more about these groundbreaking results!

Download the Press Release Here

Product Search   |   Login   |   Register

For the full BLI testing reports,
contact your CIG account manager today!
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Independent testing shows:

• With 54 cartridges tested, our average continuous yield numbers 

exceed HP's stated yield across all cartridge types

• Image quality that is highly comparable to the OEM

• ZERO out of box failures

When you can offer customers OEM-level quality and reliability with 

prices that are up to 30% lower than the OEM, why would you not 

suggest the switch to CIG’s high quality imaging supplies? 

INDEPENDENT
STUDY PROVES:

*Based on cartridge failure rate. 

 Clover Imaging Group and its logo are trademarks owned by Clover Technologies Group, LLC, and 

 may be registered in the United States and other countries.

CIG CARTRIDGES ARE 
ON PAR WITH THE OEM

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Contact your CIG account manager today for access to the BLI testing results

✓✓
PAGE YIELD

✓✓
QUALITY

✓✓
RELIABILITY

Third-party tests by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) prove that CIG’s 

remanufactured print cartridges are as reliable as the OEM.*



DID YOU KNOW: 

KNOW THE FACTS!KNOW THE FACTS!

Remanufactured imaging supplies do not perform as well as 
the national brand. 

FALSE – On all three HP printers, the CIG cartridge test results 
measured up favorably with HP brand in terms of reliability, 
image quality, and pages produced. In fact, 53 out of 54 toners 
tested actually exceeded the page yield rating from HP.  

Using a remanufactured cartridge will void my 
printer warranty.

FALSE – While we understand that consumers need to be 
vigilant about the quality of products purchased in part due 
to inferior clones on the market, a printer manufacturer can’t 
legally control what brand of cartridges you chose to use in 
the machine you buy or let it impact your machine’s warranty. 
As proven in this third-party test, Dealer Name replacement 
cartridges manufactured by CIG perform just as well as the 
original cartridges. 

Many printer manufacturers sell you the printer at cost to 
profit from the consumable supplies you will purchase. 

TRUE – Why do OEM cartridges cost almost as much as 
purchasing the printer itself? It’s the razor-and-blades pricing 
strategy. Consumers get the printer for a discount and then 
pay more for the cartridges that they are inevitably going to 
have to buy to use the printer. With Dealer Name cartridges, 
you don’t pay the upcharge from under priced print devices. 

Buyers Laboratory (BLI), a leading global independent office 
equipment test lab and business consumer advocate, evaluated 
the page yield, image quality, and reliability performance of CIG 
toner cartridges and compared it to the performance of original 
HP cartridges. The results were groundbreaking.

?
Dealer Name cartridges manufactured by CIG are on par 
with the quality and reliability of the OEM equivalent?

DID YOU KNOW: ?
By buying Dealer Name remanufactured printer 
cartridges, you can save up to 30%?

Contact us today for more information 
and to make the switch 

*Based on cartridge failure rate
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Third-party tests by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) 

prove that Dealer Name print cartridges 

manufactured by CIG are as reliable as the OEM*

STOP BELIEVING the OEM HYPE
Buyers Laboratory (BLI) tests show Dealer Name cartridges manufactured by CIG are a true alternative to the OEM

The cost savings of remanufactured over national brand 
cartridges is not significant. 

FALSE – On average, Dealer Name remanufactured printer 
cartridges can save consumers and businesses up to 30 
percent over the OEM. Depending on printer environment and 
usage, this savings can grow exponentially for businesses and 
consumers with high print volumes. Some people will argue 
that damage to your printer from using remanufactured 
cartridges outweighs the purchase cost savings; however, this 
study shows that Dealer Name cartridges manufactured by 
CIG perform just as well as the original with no out of box 
failures, minimizing risk and maximizing consumer savings.

Why pay more when you can get comparable quality and reliability for 30 percent less?

YOUR LOGO HERE



WHY SPEND MORE?

Today is the day to stop overspending on OEM printer cartridges and start saving with 
Dealer Name high quality imaging supplies manufactured by CIG.

When you get quality and reliability on par with the OEM at prices that are up to 30% lower, why would
you not make the switch to high quality Dealer Name imaging supplies manufactured by CIG?

54 cartridges tested with average 

continuous yield numbers exceeding 

the OEM's stated yield across all 

cartridge types

Image Quality that is highly 

comparable to the OEM

ZERO out of box failures

INDEPENDENT TESTING SHOWED:

NOW – There is NO reason not to switch!

Third-party tests by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) prove that 

Dealer Name print cartridges manufactured by CIG rival 

the performance of OEM cartridges.

PAGE YIELD          QUALITY          RELIABILITY

✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓
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Contact us today for more information 
and to make the switch 

PROVENPROVEN
OEM ALTERNATIVE

THE

YOUR LOGO HERE



CAN YOU SPOT 
THE DIFFERENCE?
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For more information contact your sales representative today

1.800.624.6991 | CLOVERIMAGING.COM

Independent study by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) proved that 
CIG replacement cartridges are a true alternative to the OEM.

Stop believing the OEM hype and capture lost revenue with OEM conversion today!

THIRD PARTY TESTS PROVE THAT CIG RIVALS 
THE PERFORMANCE OF OEM CARTRIDGES

Two items that look identical and perform the 
same function with similar performance

That sounds familiar. 

COME SEE US AT ITEX 2017
BOOTH #601
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